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National President’s
Message

H

ello from all of us here in sunny south Florida. I would like to say what a great job Greg
Taylor did with our September magazine. He promised it would be different and interactive and it was. We hope more brothers will get the magazine online which will help the fraternity monetarily. Great job Greg and to my fellow SEC officers because their articles were well
written.
One of my goals this year is the promotion of brotherhood within the fraternity. I’ve observed
chapters pledging new applicants where brotherhood is continually stressed. The feeling you
get when brothers combine their talents together for a common goal defines brotherhood. I ask
potential applicants why they want to be a Phi Delt and they say “To be a good brother and help
wherever they can”. This impresses me because they were educated about the fraternity before
they committed to pledging. In my travels this year I hope to see brotherhood displayed and
instilled in any new member that is initiated. I also hear a lot “Proud to be a Phi Delt” but why
is that? There are so many good answers to this statement. If I meet you this year be ready to
tell me your answer.
A couple of announcements from the SEC. Our annual 20/20 ticket sales will be starting very
soon. Chris Lisinbigler will be sending tickets to all SEC officers, so chapters, please support the
efforts of my officers! The Circle of Excellence award also begins for this coming year. Chapters
must nominate a brother who meets the requirements and submit the application to me. Florida
Alpha Lambda has laid out the weekend plans for Fall SEC on October 18-19, 2013. Plan on
a good time in Tampa and any member attending Florida Alpha Lambda for the first time will
be able to see the National Museum. You will be amazed. I hope the start of our year has been
smooth for all. Let us continue to promote our fraternity and get as many new pledges on board
as possible so we may be able to reach that 1000 member mark by National Convention. Proud
to be a Phi Delt.
~ Sam Agresti
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Oct 2-5
Oct 5 		
Oct 5 		
Oct 11
Oct 12
Oct 18-19
Oct 26

Mardi Gras, Winchester, IN
Rock N’ Roll Show, Kokomo, IN
Backwards Golf Outing, Peru Municipal Golf Course, IN
Potato/Taco Bar Dinner, Winchester, IN
Craig Brutout Party, Winchester, IN
Fall SEC, Tampa, FL
Halloween Party, Winchester, IN

Standing Events
Every Friday, Dinner, Gamma Theta, Danville, IN
Every Saturday, Steak Dinner, Mississippi Alpha, Meridian, MS
Every 2nd Friday, Bingo & Dinner, Florida Nu, West Palm Beach, FL
Every 2nd Saturday, Men’s Breakfast, Mississippi Alpha, Meridian, MS
Every 3rd Friday, Dinner, Bunko, Florida Mu, Lake Worth, FL
Every 3rd Saturday, Dinner, Beta Nu, Kokomo, IN
Every Last Friday, Blues Jam, Beta Nu, Kokomo, IN

National Website
Dr. Gregory Taylor

Editor, Florida Alpha Lambda

T

hank you to all of you that have offered
your feedback on the new format of
our national magazine. The response has
been overwhelmingly positive and I am
grateful to be able to serve the membership
of this fraternity.
I trust that many of you were able to find
the “hidden” audio files in last months
edition but, just in case, the files could be
found by clicking on the crest on page 2, the
label “National Sweetheart” on page 4 and
the words “interactive edition” right above
the table of contents on page 5. There is
a new audio file embedded in this month’s
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edition. It’s a little ditty my brother and I
cooked up a few years ago for the 100th National Convention. Can you find it?
The September edition contained a few bonus web enhanced links that enabled you to
reach beyond the print and immerse yourself deeper into the experience as a reader.
Thanks to member contributions, I was able
to extend the experience by linking articles
to enhanced content such as web video and
audio files. What many of you may not realize, however, is that there is a great deal
of informational and entertaining content
freely available on our national website. For

example, if you go to our website at www.
phideltakappa.org and click on “museum”
you will find a vast amount of information
about the fraternity including photographs
and video from previous events and even
some excellent footage from inside the museum itself. If you have not already done so,
I highly encourage you to visit. You can do
so by simply clicking on the computer icon
near the title of this article or on the links
next to the page number on every page of
the magazine!
I would also like to encourage your active
participation by submitting a response to
the presidents message. Take a moment and
send me a quick message that responds to
the president’s query, “Why are you proud
to be a Phi Delt?”. To do so, simply click
here to send me an email and answer the
question. I am looking forward to reading
your responses and sharing them in future
editions.

The S.E.C. Speaks...
MASTER OF
CEREMONIES
Jeff Woolf

VICE PRESIDENT
Chris Parks
Beta Eta

Beta Eta

Are You Missing Out?

H

ello Brothers and Sweethearts!
Well did you make it to the
Danville Hog Roast? With the way
we do our articles they have to be
submitted long before the events
happen and our reports on them
are printed a month after they’ve
happened, but that’s the nature of
the beast! Greg has to have time to
receive the articles, do the magazine layout (which he has done a
great job on!) then email it to the
printer. Which in turn takes his
layout and turns it in to hard copies, labels them then sends them
to the bulk mail center so you can
receive them around the first week
of the month. It’s about a thirty-five
day turn around period, now just to
complicate the processes as National Officers we are notorious for being late with our articles. Even with
that being said there is a way for you
to cut the time in half and receive
your magazine in about a fifteen day
turn around just by simply sending
your email address to Ol’ Scott Dull.
When Greg sends the magazine to
the printer he also sends an email
to Scott, which he in turns sends
an email out to everyone on his list.
The email is pretty simple it just says
the magazine is now on the web
site, and Scott has even made it fool
proof. He has added a hyper link in

G

the email so us less than savvy comreetings Brothers and Sweetputer users need only click on the
hearts. At the time of this writlink and it takes us right to the web ing, we are experiencing near record
site so we can read the magazine.
high temperatures for the last week
in August. Hopefully, by the time of
Now that I’ve made my pitch for get- you reading this, things will have
ting your magazine online, I don’t cooled off a little and we will get to
imagine that I have convinced a sin- experience some nice fall weathgle brother who is not on the email er. I personally enjoy fall weather.
list to join it, for they see no benefit. Warm days and sweatshirt evenings
However, since Greg has taken over cause me to want to get out and do
as our publisher, you are only receiv- things that I resist when it is either
ing half of the magazine! He would too hot or too cold. It is easy to enlike you to receive the whole maga- joy sitting around a campfire with
zine, but reading the hard copy it is friends when there is a little chill
impossible to view all of the add- to the night air. We in Indiana have
ons he has been doing. Wasn’t able not had much fall weather the last
to make it to the convention? Well few years. Seams it has jumped from
Greg has added video to the web summer to winter in a brief time
based magazine so that you can view span, robbing us of those enjoyable
those special moments. If you have days of autumn. I hope this year is
a video from your chapter you’d like different.
to share with the rest of the fraternity, send it to Greg we’d all love to see The SEC’s raffle, 20/20, will be kickit. Greg doesn’t put the extra hours ing off again soon. Chris Linsinbigin on the magazine with all of the ler is in charge of it this year. With
videos and playing with our articles the last minute surge at convention,
to make them look like we’re profes- I was able to pretty much break even
sional writers for his benefit, he does this year. I hope sales happen earlier
it for you! If your still not convinced this year and we reach the break even
please take a minute and go to www. point before the early bird drawings
Phideltakappa.org check it out then happen. I know that would be a resend your email to sdull60@gmail. lief for Chris and something differcom and let him know you’re tired ent for 20/20.
of missing out!
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I know the next few months are a
busy time for most of the chapters.
The holidays are approaching with
all that that entails. Football is in
full swing on all levels and everyone
enjoys watching and rooting for, or
against, each others’ favorite teams.
It is a good time for the promotion
of brotherhood and fellowship that
the Phi Delta Kappa Fraternity is
supposed to be about. Get out to
your chapter and join in. Help put
on a meal or a dance or any other
type of social function that could
bring Phi Delts together. Will having an event bring them out? I guess
we may never know if YOU don’t
give it a try. There are no bad new
ideas, just untried and untested.

Zeta Eta, LaPorte 0, Alpha, Marion
2, Gamma Lambda , Michigan City
2, Lambda, Peru 0, Delta Nu Plymouth 1, MS Alpha 1, Beta Beta 1, FL
Alpha Lambda 5, Florida NU 5 and
Beta Eta Winchester had 14 brothers. When the voting was over all
the National officers moved up and
we had two well qualified candidates
running for Outer Guard. The winner being Ed Nault of Florida Nu by
a very narrow margin. That is why it
is very important to attend the convention and vote! Your vote could
have made a difference. Brother
Scott Dull had the honor to perform
the installation ceremony of the new
national officers.

We then adjourned the 107th NaThe fall SEC meeting is just around tional Convention and went on to a
the corner. If there is anything you Board of Trustees luncheon. Then
would like to have addressed at that we all returned to the hotel where
meeting, contact one of your na- our new President Sam Agresti gave
tional officers and bring it to their out committee assignments and
attention. We cannot discuss things chapter assignments. Then it was
we do not know about. Until next time to get ready for the award bantime...
quet.

AUDITOR
Greg Trombly

Mississippi Alpha

National Convention Part II

H

ello from Mississippi Alpha,
The Hospitality Chapter!

On the final day of the convention
coffee and donuts started at the
Beta Nu Chapter House and then
at 0930 sharp, the start of the 107th
National Convention reconvened.
Gamma Theta, Danville had 7
brothers, Beta Nu, Kokomo had 14
brothers Florida Mu had 2 brothers,
www.phideltakappa.org | Page 6

one got their stuff back. Mississippi
Alpha got their dogs, Beta Eta got
their cement statues back, Gamma
Theta got all their pigs back. We all
had a good laugh at all the things
that were looted and returned, The
best picture of the convention the
one that will live in infamy was that
of Brother Ted Meadows after a long
hard day!
The best slogan this year I thought
was the Brad and Stephanie Smurr
add in the convention booklet,
which read, “PDK it’s about good
times with good friends!” How true!
Greg Sumpter may agree with
brother Scott Dull, putting on a
convention is not fun but when it’s
over its great.

Beta Nu worked hard after every
function you could see Kokomo
Brothers hurrying to pickup cleanup, and setup again and again.
Thank You! Convention Committee
members and to all who made the
107th convention a success! Next
year’s convention will be hosted
by Florida Nu on 16-20 July 2014.
The Awards Ceremonies was the Courtyard by Marriott will have
climax of the convention. Every rooms available. Florida Nu will
chapter that attended got a partici- have more information available
pation award, Membership awards soon.
were also given out. Gamma Theta,
Other things of interest that hapDanville got many awards and their
pened this year are:
President Nathan Reid received the
title of Chapter President of the Year, Earl Landrum Alpha chapter doworking very hard with his brothers nated some items from the Marion
and sweethearts to make a differ- Ladies Club that I will submit to the
PDK museum at Alpha Lambda.
ence in their Chapter.
Brother Landrum is who first used
The achievement of a lifetime was the slogan, “Remember if it is to be,
earned by two Brothers who became it is up to me!” He seemed proud
Emirs. Brother Ron (Coach) An- that I was using it! That slogan used
derson of Beta Eta and Jon Handy to hang in our chapter house on the
of Beta Nu earned the honor after bulletin board in red print with a
years of hard work and devotion! white background, Will try to find
the original for the history of PDK.
Congratulations’ my Brothers!
This was also the night that every-

PNP Craig Brutout offered much

advice and counsel to many of our
up and coming officers. But seeing
him munching on his vegetables
knowing he is trying to follow a
healthy life style after his medical
setbacks. His health is very much
improved. He leads the way again!
Thanks Brother!
Kokomo will celebrate their 100th
birthday this year! Kokomo adventure club is very active. Way to go
Kokomo!
Looking over my picture CD from
the convention, I saw the group
photo of all the National officers,
well almost all. Maybe next year
Bruce! The pictures were all very
well taken and everyone looks like
they had the time of their life.
Soon it’s off to the Fall SEC at Florida Alpha Lambda on 18th and 19th
of October. Until you attend a National event you will never know
about the meaning of true brotherhood and all the comradeship it
brings together!
Mississippi Alpha had an event benefit for brother Larry Ulmer (Larry
D) who was badly injured in a 4
wheeler accident.
Remember, if it is to be, it is up to
me. Proud to be a Phi Delta!
God Bless America

SERGEANT-AT-ARMS
Chris Linsinbigler
Florida Nu

H

ello from the Flagship of the
South! I would like to start my
article by congratulating our editor,
Greg Taylor, on what a great job he’s
done with the magazine. The “Interactive Edition“ was wonderful,
although I’ve only been able to find
2 of the 3 hidden audio files! Keep
up the good work. Thank- you Greg.
I also want to thank our National
President, Sam Agresti, for placing
his trust in me and appointing me
the 20/20 chairperson. We all know
what a great help this activity has
been for our fraternity. By helping
to defer the costs to the members of
the S.E.C. I will need EVERYBODY
to get on board and help make this
successful. Please! While I’m on that
subject I would also like to thank
PNP Brian Nelson for his passion
to re-invigorate the 20/20 and also
to Jeff Woolf for guiding it as well. I
can only hope that I can match their
enthusiasm. Also thank-you PNP
Craig Brutout for delivering the
supplies to me. So be ready for the
letters I have mailed to each chapter
house and also at the Fall SEC meeting in Tampa on the 18th and 19th
of October. With the help of my
SEC brothers we will get the tickets
where they need to go. If you can’t
make it to Tampa for the Fall SEC
and would like to purchase a ticket,
my address is: 14659 Paradise Tr.
Loxahatchee, Fl 33470.
Tickets are $20.00 each or buy 2 and
get one free or buy $ 100.00 and get

5 free. The Early Bird drawings will
be the 2nd week of December and
the 2nd week in January. Then the 2
drawings a week will begin the last
week of March. With the last three at
National Convention so do the math
that’s 41 total chance to win. Such a
deal, especially with your ticket going back in the hopper each time!
We at Fl-Nu are getting ready for our
annual Swamp-Fest. It has always
been very successful for us. Even
though it always falls on the same
week-end as Danville’s Hog Roast. I
still hope that one day I will be able
to attend their event, as I’ve always
heard what a great time they have.
The brotherhood shared at all of the
chapter houses within our great fraternity is always something to behold. Whenever you get the chance
to gather around and celebrate with
each other, it is always a good time.
Just like what we did last Sunday,
our ladies had got the idea that they
wanted to show their love and admiration for Russell and Geri Taylor being married for 50 years. So,
they planned and we pulled off a
very surprise 50 wedding anniversary party at the chapter house. A
big THANK YOU goes out to Debbie, Tina, and Mel. Great job ladies.
So whatever the reason, get together
and celebrate with each other. Hug a
Brother and Kiss a Sweetheart.
‘till next time...
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INNER GUARD
Bruce Smith
Beta Nu

I

Time

enjoy the time I get to listen to
music. Some music speaks to my
soul, some to my emotions, some
of it can challenge my intellect, and
other songs are just dumb and fun.
There are the rare songs that cover
all this ground. The song “Time”
by Pink Floyd is one of these. The
song opens with chimes and ticking
clocks, that is the fun part. Some
glorious spacey music follows but
it is the lyrics that I wish to write
about. These words are written as a
piece of art music that run through
my mind, soul and make me think.

“Ticking the away the moments that
make up a dull day, fritter and waste
the hours in an off-hand way, kicking
around on a piece of ground in your
hometown, waiting for someone or
something to show you the way.”
Hmmm? Does this describe your
life in some way and how you spend
your time? Who is going to be the
someone or something to show you
the way? The lucky ones have the
someone and/or the something covered in many ways.
The next few lines describe being
young and having time to kill. Then
we get the next few lines that really
speak to me and make me think.
The older I become the more the
words hit home.
“And then one day you find ten years
have got behind you, no one told you
when to run, you missed the starting
gun”.
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Yes sir, I sure have missed a bunch
of starting guns. I have also not let
missing the starting gun to impede
my effort to get in the race.
The song shifts to a different mode
with Sun chasing metaphors and
then hits me again.

OUTER GUARD
Ed Nault
Florida Nu

G

reetings Brothers! In my first
article I tried to include information about myself to those who do
not know me. I forgot to include a
short resume of my previous experience with PDK at the Chapter level.
I joined FL-NU in 1999, sponsored
by long-time Brother Randy Rice.
This song tells me to do something At FL-NU I have held the positions
with the allotted time I have in my of Outer Guard, Inner Guard, M.C.,
life. It tells me that my time is lim- V.P. and Chapter President, holdited and to answer the starting gun. ing some of the positions more than
We all know that ten years can go by once. I’ve also been active as our
quickly and the older you become Public Relations & Charities Chairthe quicker they go. Use my time man and I’m proud to say PDK has a
wisely it infers to me. I spread my- great rapport in our community.
self out and use my time in manners
There are many reasons for taking
that fits my goals.
on the commitment of a National
I would challenge you to find a Officer, and here are a few of mine.
small amount of time for your chapter. Try to find some time for your 1) PDK gave me solid ground to
brothers. You may find the time you stand on when I needed it most.
spend with your brothers and par- Now I have a chance to give someticipating in chapter functions will thing back to the Fraternity.
make you smile a bit more and look
forward to Phi Delta Kappa time. 2) The history of FL/NU, including
The next thing you know you will 5 PNPs, 3 Emirs, 3 Chapter Presibe spending time thinking about dents of the Year, all since 1971, has
the PDK time and about and want- shown me how strongly these men
ing to spend some time being active believe in the Fraternity. These are
with your Phi Delta Kappa brothers. men I look up to and am proud to
call “Brothers”, and it must continue.
Time presses on brothers.
“The Sun is the same in a relative way
but you’re older, shorter of breath and
one day closer to death. Every year
is getting shorter, never seem to find
the time, plans that either come to
naught or a half a page of scribbled
lines.”

Thank you for taking the time to
read my article. Well it is time to
sign off. Until next time remember
to hug a brother and tell your sweetheart that you love her every single
day.

3) A commitment to current brothers and to future brothers not yet
familiar with PDK that all will have
a chance to experience fraternal
brotherhood by helping keep Florida Nu a vital cog in the wheel of our
Fraternity, through participation at
the national level.

4) A chance to learn the inner works
of the Fraternity compared to the
local level from committed members of the SEC. Men, I will need
your guidance and knowledge.

artificially sustained by robots and
that their minds are being directed
by an intelligently created matrix
program to believe that the experience is reality. They are actually living vicarious lives portrayed on the
I will be signing off my articles grid.
with “Adios”. This is a tribute to a
dear friend who passed this year. I Oh, I know, this movie is only sciworked with Fred one day and we ence fiction, but let’s look at the realbecame friends for the next 30+ ity that we all know and understand.
years. Adios my friends.
We can be certain that schizophrenia still controls some people’s lives
through delusions, disorganized
speech and hallucinations. People
who suffer from this mental disorJon Handy
der do not realize that they are not
Beta Nu
o you think you have a good grip seeing reality. They tend to create
on reality! Most people think people in their minds and interact
reality is subject to absolute rules with them as though they were real.
set in stone. They feel that reality is They do not understand why other
something that just is - and we are people do not see them or hear what
destined to accept it and do the best they are saying. These imagined
we can with whatever the real world people are just as real to them as you
dictates. The laws of gravity and and I.
motion are beyond our ability to
negotiate the terms. Sir Isaak New- Science tells us that the humans
ton even studied their effects and cannot distinguish between schizospelled out all the rules that we will phrenic delusions and reality. Nor
encounter and be unable to negate can they tell if a dream they are havor modify. If you jump off a 1000 ing is just a dream or reality itself.
feet cliff onto a craggy shore below, it Maybe the experience that you are
is unlikely you will have to guess the living right now is just something
result. Reality sets in and demands you ate yesterday, or perhaps schizoits consequence. But can the conse- phrenia has been knocking at your
quence be controlled by you? Does door and the doctor just has not disyour belief affect your reality? Can covered it yet. I don’t know about
you, but my dreams are very real,
you alter your reality in any way?
and how would I know that I’m not
A 1999 movie called “The Matrix” schizophrenic if I am diagnosing
posited that the life we experience is myself?
actually being played out on a matrix like a computer. Our physical Suppose I told you that you create
minds are in bodies that live in the your own reality. You would probREAL world where they are main- ably think I’m schizophrenic or at
tained by robots which cannot cre- least delusionary. But think about
ate their own energy and still need this: every decision that you make,
humans which generate energy every experience that you have and
through life alone. Humans do not every sense that you go through efrealize that their bodies are being fects your future reality. If you were

Reality

S

born in India you would certainly
have an alternate reality today. If
you suddenly became a paraplegic
reality would probably be apoplectically effected. If I had chosen not
to enlist in the Air Force or chosen
some tour of duty other than Hawaii
or decided not to join the Hickam
Theater Guild, I would never have
met Stevie and married her or fathered our children, and would certainly be experiencing an alternate
reality today. I created my reality by
the choices I made and by the experiences I’ve encountered. Some of
the experiences were not my own –
I did not decide where I would be
born or who my parents would be.
But every time I made a choice, my
reality was changed.
As a Phi Delta Kappa I chose a reality within the realm of our collective
beliefs, but as a Phi Delta Kappa I
can also have a part in the reality of
the future of our Fraternity. “If it is
to be, it is up to me.” You are a part
of our destiny as well.

Walter McCall, Florida Nu

W

ell hello Brothers! I am going on my second year as a
member of the fraternity, and so far
I like what I see and hear from other
brothers. I have had some good advice and criticism from brothers and
I appreciate both because it make me
a better person and a better brother.
I was voted in as the master of ceremonies on my second year. I was
kind of glad and very nervous at the
same time. But, as the year went on,
I got a lot of support from everybody
and things seem a lot easier now.
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The fraternity has made me new
friends. Even though we all don’t
see eye to eye on everything, we can
still shake hands and go forward
and I think that’s cool.
I also met some brothers from
southern district at Florida Nu this
year. It was a lot of fun! I also met
brothers from Tampa at our golf
outing! I am looking forward to
meeting more brothers in the future
and learn more about the fraternity.
So I will end with that for now, so
everybody shake a hand and go
forward! Proud to be a Phi Delta
Kappa!
Dave Reiker

Florida Alpha Lambda

W

ell, now I’ve done it! I’ve gone
and figured out a secret to a
longer life. Yep, and it’s pretty simple. Here’s the solution. You should
allow yourself to go deaf. Yes, I
have visited both worlds and in the
words of my doctor, “Be prepared,
it’s a very noisy world!” That’s the
understatement of all time! Well, I
was recently fitted with new hearing
aids and the sounds of the world are
enough to raise the dead. I can’t wait
come around,------Don’t pay anyto get the blasted things out of my
thing!! Some of you may need more
ears. I’ll keep you posted.
than one sock. If you’re expecting a
return, please disregard any of my
I presume that everyone has
advice.
seen the report that our country has given Russia a payment of
Fall S.E.C. coming up. And
$424,000,000.00 for seats on their
where does this great endeavSoyuz spacecraft to send our astroor take place? Why, Florida Alnauts to and from the International
pha Lambda, The Nucleus Of The
space station. Yes, and added to the
South!! Of course. We’re lookmillions we send Egypt, and God
ing forward to seeing everyone
knows everywhere else, pretty soon
and letting “the good times roll!”
this begins to add up. Now here’s my
plan. Everyone put their money in
Now for fiction and fact from the
a sock and when income tax time
www.phideltakappa.org | Page 10

Phi Delt Almanac. A group of the
world’s deepest thinkers were needed to analyze the thinking of women
from their Engagement to be married until Five years after marriage.
Several women interviewed concluded that marriage is like a deck
of cards, They further explained
that at the start all you need is two
hearts and a diamond but that not a
very long time will pass before they
would prefer a club and a spade.
So, be well and full of he%%%.
Cracker Boy, signing off.
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Chapter Directory
(Initials “RA” indicate membership to the Phi Delta Kappa Relief Association)
(Number after chapter indicates year of installation)
(RA) Lambda (1907)
Peru, IN

Gamma Theta (1920)
Danville, IN

Miss. Alpha (1936)
Meridian, MS.

President: Nick Moss
(765)863-0411
Secretary: Ed Childs
(765)860-2240
Club Rooms:
71 W Third St., Peru, IN 46970
(765)473-3038
Coordinator– Jeff Woolf
Meetings: Every Monday 7:00 pm

President: Nathan Reid
(317)409-3277
Secretary: Jim Bohler
(317)745-5727
Club Rooms:
802 Phi Delta Kappa Drive,
Danville, IN 46122
(317)745-9174
PNPs: Anthony Guido, Devin Reid
Coordinator: Bruce Smith
Meetings: 2nd and 4th Monday 7:00pm

President: Andrew Bateman
(601)626-8509
Secretary: James Cottles (601) 653-5398
Club Rooms:
Mail to: PO Box 2006,
Meridian MS 39301
(601)483-9953
Coordinator: Chris Parks
Meetings: 1st Thursday 6:30pm
Ritual Meeting: 3rd Thursday 6:30pm

(RA) Beta Beta (1911)
Wabash, IN
President: John Lehner
(260)563-1232
Secretary:
Club Rooms:
242 S Huntington St, Wabash, IN 46992
Coordinator: Chris Parks
Meetings: 1st and 3rd Tuedays 7 pm
Beta Eta (1912)
Winchester, IN
President:Butch Rhonemus (765)730-4109
Secretary: Robert Horner (765)584-8074
Club Rooms:
847 N. Residence Street
(765)584-7461
PNPs: James Dodd, Scott Dull, Harold
Wall, Lloyd “Butch” Marshall
Coordinator: Ed Nault
Meetings: Every Tuesday 8pm
(RA) Beta Nu (1913)
Kokomo, IN
President: Ted Meadows (765) 868-9312
Secretary: Bing Taylor
(765) 459-4909
Club Rooms:
2401 Saratoga, Kokomo, IN 46902
(765)454-0602
PNPs:Dave Holloway, Edward Meadows,
Gregory Sumpter, Jim Myers, Jon Handy,
Brian Nelson.
Coordinator:Jeff Woolf
Meetings: Every Monday 7:00pm

(RA) Alpha (1921)
Marion, IN
President: Gilbert Foudray (765)669-4574
Secretary: Earl Landrum (765)668-7070
PNP: Earl Landrum
Coordinator: Chris Linsinbigler
Gamma Lambda(1922)
Michigan City, IN
President: Dan Cole
(219)221-0440
Secretary: Rick Voss
(219)879-2110
Club Rooms:
Mail to: PO BOX 455,
Michigan City, IN 46360 (219) 874-8573
PNP: James Grott
Coordinator: Greg Trombly
Meetings: Every Monday 7:00pm
(RA) Delta Nu (1924)
Plymouth, IN
President: Joe Clinton
(574)936-5084
Secretary: Tom Black
(574)936-5898
Club Rooms:
300 W Harrison St
Mail to: PO Box 111
Plymouth, IN 46563
(574)936-2983
PNP: Don Terruso
Coordinator:Bruce Smith
Meetings: 2nd and 4th Monday 8:30 pm
Zeta Eta (1935)
(RA) LaPorte, IN
President: Allen Hutson (219) 898-7325
Secretary: Ryan Keim
(219) 363-7710
Club Rooms:
McClung Rd,
Mail to: PO Box 135, LaPorte, IN 46350
(219)362-8217
PNP: Bernard Geisler
Coordinator: Bruce Smith
Meetings: 2nd and 4th Mon 7:30pm
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(RA)Florida Mu (1964)
Lake Worth, FL
President: Sam Agresti
(561)965-7390
Secretary: Jerry Johnson (561)683-1401
Club Rooms
4700 Brentwood Blvd, Lantana, FL 33467
(561)969-6885
PNP: Danny Blake
Coordinator: Chris Linsinbigler
Meetings: Every Monday 8:00pm
(RA) Florida Nu (1971)
West Palm Beach, FL
President: Chris Linsinbigler
(561)371-9791
Secretary: Scott Williamson
(561)642-0434
Club Rooms:
Mailing to: PO Box 5627
Lake Worth, FL 33466
(561)969-2306
PNPs: Lewis McKay, James Cressman, Earl
N. Hager, Keith “Stretch” Orr, Bill Davis.
Coordinator:Sam Agresti
Meetings: Every Wednesday 8:15pm
(RA) Florida Alpha Lambda (2000)
Tampa, FL
President: Bruce Besack (561) 985-5974
Secretary: Jimmy Meier (813)-309-0500
Club Rooms: 11301 Phi Delta Way,
Odessa, FL 33556-3474
(727)375-9732
PNPs: Richard Dakin, David Rieker, Tim
Musser, George Taylor.
Coordinator: Sam Agresti
Meetings: 1st & 3rd Wednesday 7:30pm

